Manufacturer: U.S. Can
Model: Screw Top
ASTM Type: IM

Description:

The package consists of a plastic open-head pail and a plastic continuously-threaded pail lid (Figure 1).

![Figure 1]

The package is opened by pressing in a tab with the words “PRESS IN” (Figure 2) on the side of the lid while unscrewing the lid counterclockwise and lifting it off the open-head pail. When the lid is closed, the tab fits behind the triangle on the outside circumference of the pail neck so that the pail cannot be unscrewed (see arrow pointing to triangular piece in Figure 2).
There are two different sets of instructions on the pail lid depending on its size (Figures 3 and 4).
The manufacturer’s instructions on the smaller pail lid/cover are (Figure 3):

OPEN (arrow pointing counterclockwise)

TO OPEN:
1) PRESS IN TAB ON SIDE
   OF COVER FIRMLY
2) ROTATE COVER COUNTER
   CLOCKWISE WHILE
   PRESSING IN TAB
3) REMOVE COVER (There are two pictures next to this set of instructions showing a
   hand pressing in tab on lid side and turning counterclockwise to open pail and then
   lifting lid off pail.)

CHECK
HERE FOR
TAB
ON
SIDE OF
COVER (arrow pointing to tab)

TO CLOSE:
1) FIRMLY ROTATE COVER
   CLOCKWISE UNTIL YOU
   HEAR TAB CLICK
2) CHECK TO SEE IF TAB
   IS BEHIND TRIANGLE
   ON PAIL (There are two pictures next to this set of instructions showing a hand
   pushing down on the lid and turning it clockwise to close pail while listening for a click.)

CLOSE (arrow pointing clockwise)

The manufacturer’s instructions on the larger pail lid are (Figure 4):

OPEN (There is an arrow pointing counterclockwise and below it two pictures showing a
hand pressing in tab on lid side and turning counterclockwise and then lifting lid off pail.)

TAB (written inside an arrow and a triangle with an exclamation point in it to the left of
the word TAB)

(There are two pictures showing a hand pushing down on the lid and turning it clockwise
to close the pail.)

CLOSE (arrow pointing clockwise)
Figure 4